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Oh my God! What have I got myself into?!



The great story teller in action



Keruwawa kiyanawa



See if my size is okay, Sagi-look alike boy!



I wish I was likeI wish I was like 
that Harsha 

fellow!!

How my O-shaped sexy bod?!



I have a dream… of building a sand castle!



Who is prettier?



Every good day has even a better night…soon!



Single maltSingle malt



I am the lord of Trincomalee [But I knowI am the lord of Trincomalee. [But I know 
the truth…]



Who does HE think he is?Who does HE think he is?



Waiting for the sunWaiting for the sun…



Still waitingStill waiting…



Ahhh there it is can you see?…Ahhh, there it is… can you see?



At last…



I need help to feed this child her breakfast…



Plotting plottingPlotting, plotting…



Unstable… the boat or me?



Chimpanzee at seaChimpanzee at sea



Get ready for pigeon shit…



The eagles have landed…the bald one is wearing a cap



Never second to Dr. JJ. I too have “connections”



The eastern karavas.



Ascot or Kamaldeen’s… this is my style!



Erakkandy bridge



Write a TOR for a modernized fishing consultancy…



There is always time for a deal!



Who is this clown disturbing an intellectual conversation?



Marbles too need direction.



The great story teller in action
Polluters incorporated…



Anangaya…g y



There is always time for a deal!That jealous man on the right interrupted the whole thing!



Lucky, lucky…take it easy, after all we got 4 hours for a JUS (PRIMA) NOCTIS !!!



Lucky, lucky…take it easy, after all we got 4 hours for a JUZ NOCTIS!

A birds eye view of a really nice place on earthA birds eye view of a really nice place on earth



Trincomalee Hilton a k a PrimaTrincomalee Hilton, a.k.a Prima



acrophobia



Lovers leap.  Anyone?!



Waiting to catch falling lovers…



Menna bole yakkek



My mother thinks I am cute.  Do you?!



Does he look like the man who shot SWRD?!



To tie one of these is to risk your life ButTo tie one of these is to risk your life.  But, 
satisfaction guaranteed.  Are Goo, you are done!



Saru Ketha, on the way back…  



That’s it folks!That s it folks!

Until next time…


